Congratulations to Prof. Sunyoung Park in the Dept. of East Asian Languages and Cultures who has been awarded tenure!

A celebration announcement will be forthcoming soon!
Taiwan in the World Brings Together West Coast Scholars of East Asia IR and Political Science

PICTURES

Over 40 faculty, students and community members attended the graduate mentoring workshop Taiwan in the World on Monday, March 3, 2014. The workshop brought together East Asia specialists from institutions along the west coast to discuss the work of international relations scholars at USC. Topics ranged from Taiwan-China relations to wider issues throughout the East Asia region.

The workshop aimed to provide mentorship to USC graduate students and to foster interaction and collaboration within the community of East Asian international relations scholars on the west coast. Representing several institutions that included Stanford, UC San Diego and UC Irvine, the discussants provided valuable feedback on the research projects of the USC presenters. The workshop concluded with a roundtable discussion on future collaborations among west coast IR scholars.

The Japan Times Archive

http://archives.japantimes.co.jp/
ID: library | PW: welcome1001

The East Asian Library now offers a beta version of the full-text newspaper database, Japan Times Archive web edition, which covers materials from March 22, 1897 through December 31, 2012. Free access will be available until March 31, 2014. Those who try the service are encouraged to provide feedback to Japanese Studies Librarian Tomoko Bialock at tbialock@usc.edu.
Call for Peer Reviewers

2014 Fulbright-Hays and Title VI Grant Competitions
U.S. Dept. of Education International & Foreign Language Education (IFLE)

Events Around USC

KSI Special Lecture and Filming: Pre-Modern Korean History Lecture by UCLA Professor John Duncan
THURSDAY | MARCH 13 | 2:00-3:20 PM | Korean Studies Institute

Japanese American Imprisonment and Resettlement: The Power of Our Stories
THURSDAY | MARCH 13 | 4:00-5:30 PM | Center for Japanese Religions and Culture, Kaya Press

Trans-Pacific Racisms Redux: Views from 2014
SATURDAY | MARCH 15 | 3:00-4:30 PM | Center for Japanese Religions and Culture

Funding

KSI Ph.D. Summer Field Grants
DEADLINE: MARCH 12

Programs

KSI Undergraduate Fellows
DEADLINE: MARCH 12

Headlines

Journalist Speaks on DPRK
The Daily Trojan featured journalist Laura Ling who shared her experiences as a North Korean captive at a recent USC event.

Global Grand Plans Underscored at USC Gathering
USC News highlighted a recent USC retreat focusing on global education where EASC Director David Kang provided the keynote address.

Comments? Questions? Promotion requests?
easc@dornsife.usc.edu

For more news and information about the USC East Asian Studies Center visit usc.edu/easc
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